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Saudis to hit oil record as Iran feels squeeze
Saudi Arabia plans to pump a record amount of 
oil in July, according to an industry source, as the 
Trump administration calls to cut arch rival Iran’s 
exports entirely.
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TDF yields climb after BSP hike
Yields on term deposits surged yesterday as banks took 
advantage of the higher interest rates set by the central 
bank, with appetite still skewed towards the shortest ten-
or.

Philippine peso to hit P54 to $1 – BMI Research
The Philippine peso will still not get any love as it is expect-
ed to slide further to P54 to $1 by year-end, according to 
Fitch Group’s analytics arm BMI Research. “The Philippine 
peso continues to be the worst performing currency in the 
region, having weakened by more than 7% against the US 
dollar year-to-date,” said BMI Research on Wednesday, 
June 27. 

Subaru Forester Sales Continue to Bloom in Japan
The death of the turbocharger isn’t dampening sales of 
the fifth-generation Subaru Forester in its home country 
of Japan. Subaru Corporation reveals that 4,119 units 
have been reserved so far after just a month.
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Unioil opens 2nd electric vehicle charging station at 
EDSA Guadalupe
In order to help serve customers with EVs else where 
in Metro Manila, Unioil has opened a second electric 
charging station. The second EV fast charging station is 
located at Unioil EDSA Guadalupe Northbound. This al-
lows the company to serves customers with EVs that pass 
through EDSA, one of Metro Manila’s main thorough-
fares. 
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May sees infra, other capital outlays rise
Infrastructure and other capital outlays continued to 
surge in May, the Department of Budget and Manage-
ment (DBM) said on Wednesday, backing projections that 
gross domestic product (GDP) growth caught up with the 
official target this quarter.
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